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ABSTRACT: The problem of substantiation of additive systematics such as
molecular mechanics is considered. Antisymmetrized product of strictly localized
geminals (APSLG) trial wavefunction is used as a starting point for this substantiation.
The main force fields of molecular mechanics—those of bonding and bending—are
derived for sp3 carbon from the analysis of the total energy in semiempirical variant of
the APSLG scheme. Analytically obtained constants of these force fields are in perfect
coincidence with those typically used in the empirical force fields. The formulae for off-
diagonal force fields are also obtained and analyzed. The application of the results for
understanding the organic stereochemistry is discussed. © 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
Int J Quantum Chem 96: 175–184, 2004
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Introduction

M olecular mechanics (MM) [1] is normally
considered as a purely empirical scheme

based on representation of the total energy as a sum
of contributions (force fields) that are explicit func-
tions of molecular geometry. The form of these

force fields is usually taken as one or two first
nonzero terms in the Taylor expansion for the en-
ergy. The parameters of the force fields are adjusted
to reproduce the experimental (or sometimes quan-
tum chemical) data on the heats of formation, equi-
librium geometries, and sometimes also vibration
frequencies etc. By construction the MM methodol-
ogy is inapplicable to essentially quantum situa-
tions and to the molecules where electronic delo-
calization or/and correlation are important.
Nevertheless, MM remains an extremely useful tool
of computational chemistry because of its very low
computational costs and high quality of results on
molecular geometry and heats of formation, which
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typically exceed even those obtained by the high-
level quantum chemical methods.

Despite its wide applicability, the MM approach
lacks any reliable theoretical substantiation. The
necessity of such substantiation is caused not only
by purely theoretical discomfort but also by strong
methodological demand, because the hybrid quan-
tum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM)
schemes combining the advantages of the QM and
MM approaches have been actively developing
during the last decade. Definition of junction be-
tween quantum and classical subsystems on the
solid theoretical basis requires some QM descrip-
tion underlying the MM one [2]. The problem of
substantiation of MM is also close to that of theo-
retical understanding of organic stereochemistry.
Explanatory concepts in this area [3] are somehow
guessed but are not derived from any reliable QM
description of molecular electronic structure and
thus deserve theoretical substantiation. The same is
true for additive systematics for the heats of forma-
tion of organic molecules [4].

Reported in the literature were some attempts to
understand the applicability of classical additive
schemes from the QM principles. The authors of Ref.
[5] applied the Perturbative Configuration Interaction
on Local Orbitals (PCILO) method [6] as the under-
lying QM scheme for additive systematics. At the
same time, the nonvariational nature of local one-
electron states and amplitudes of two-electron config-
urations employed in Ref. [5] has not allowed deriva-
tion of the analytical form of the main force fields—
those of stretching and bending. Recently, we
proposed an alternative approach leading to a generic
MM scheme derived from the QM description [7]. It is
based on a semiempirical implementation of the trial
wavefunction taken in the form of antisymmetrized
product of strictly localized geminals (APSLG) [8].
This implementation possesses some attractive fea-
tures: correct behavior of the wavefunction at all in-
trabond separations, variational determination of ba-
sis one-electron states, reliable results on heats of
formation and molecular structures, and linear scal-
ing of computational costs. It allowed us [7] to con-
struct a series of reliable noniterative (MM-like)
schemes. At the same time, these schemes are purely
numerical. We present an abridged analytical deriva-
tion of generic MM scheme for the case of sp3 carbon
atom, with special attention paid to explicit form of
the force fields and to demonstration of their sources.

The article is organized as follows: in the next
section we briefly review the APSLG implementation
used; then the bond energy functions are considered;

in the following section we thoroughly analyze the
bending force field as derived from the APSLG en-
ergy functional, after which the consequences of ad-
justment of the one-electron states due to geometry
variation are considered, and, finally, the numerical
results are given and discussed.

APSLG-MINDO/3 Method

The APSLG trial wavefunction has the form:

��� � �
m

gm
��0�, (1)

where each bond geminal gm
� is constructed as a

linear combination of three singlet two-electron
configurations (two ionic and one covalent, or
Heitler–London) with variable amplitudes:

gm
� � umrm�

� rm�
� � vmlm�

� lm�
� � wm�rm�

� lm�
� � lm�

� rm�
� �

(2)

subject to normalization condition imposed um
2 �

vm
2 � 2wm

2 � 1. In the case of lone-pair geminal, only
one contribution survives:

gm
� � rm�

� rm�
� (3)

The basis one-electron states �rm� and �lm� assigned
to the m-th geminal are taken as strictly local hybrid
orbitals (HOs), that is, those obtained by a unitary
SO(4) transformation of four atomic orbitals for
each “heavy” (nonhydrogen) atom:

tm�
� � �

i�A

hmi
A ai�

� . (4)

The 4 � 4 hybridization matrices hA are determined
variationally. Geminal amplitudes Eq. (2) are in
their turn determined by diagonalizing the effective
bond Hamiltonians.

The electronic Hamiltonian used is that of the
MINDO/3 type [9] with resonance parameters �AB

slightly readjusted [8]. The core–core interaction in
the MINDO/3 scheme is not purely Coulomb but is
modified by a short-range repulsion term:

Enn �
1
2 �

���

C��, C�� � Z�Z����� � D���, (5)

where ��� is the two-center Coulomb integral.
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Bond Energy, Equilibrium Bond
Length, and Bond Stretching
Constant

The APSLG-MINDO/3 energy can be rewritten
in a form close to that of the MM (with different
bonding and nonbonding contributions, 1–3 bond
interaction contributions) as a sum of increments:

EA � �
tm�A

	2Um
t Pm

tt � �tmtm�tmtm�Tm
m
tt�

� 2 �
tkt�m�A

km

gtkt�m
Tk Pk

ttPm
t�t�,

ERmLm

bond � 2�RmLm	
m
rl � 2Pm

rrPm
ll � � 4�rmlm

RmLmPm
rl,

EAB
nonbond � QAQB�AB. (6)

Here Um
t is the matrix element of attraction of elec-

tron to its own core, �rmlm
RmLm is the intrabond resonance

integral, QA is the Mulliken charge on the atom A,
and gtkt�m

Tk � 2(tktk�t�mt�m)Tk � (tkt�m�t�mtk)Tk is the re-
duced Coulomb integral.

The energy expression Eq. (6) depends on the
electronic structure parameters (ESPs) of two types.
First are the elements of density matrices

Pm
tt� � �0�gmtm�

� t�m�gm
��0�,


m
tt� � �0�gmtm�

� t�m�
� t�m�tm�gm

��0�,

Pm
rr � um

2 � wm
2 , Pm

ll � vm
2 � wm

2 ,

Pm
rl � Pm

lr � �um � vm�wm,


m
rr � um

2 , 
m
ll � vm

2 , 
m
rl � 
m

lr � wm
2 , (7)

where t and t� are either r or l. Second are the
matrices transforming the AOs to the �t� one-elec-
tron states that describe the hybridization. (The en-
ergy depends on the latter through molecular inte-
grals.) It was shown in Ref. [10] by analysis of the
bond-related contributions to the energy that there
exist two parameters (functions of bond interatomic
separation) for each bond �m

�1 and 	m describing,
respectively, intrabond correlation and bond asym-
metry. It was shown that for all chemical bonds
these parameters are small. Therefore, it is possible
to describe transferability of the elements of density
matrices by expression of them as power series on
these parameters. It was shown [10] that the contri-
bution of the zero-th order in 	m can be written as:


m
tt� �

1
4 �1 � tt�

1

��m�� , Pm

tt �
1
2 , Pm

rl �
�m

2
��m�
,

(8)

where 
(�m) � �1 � �m
2 . At the equilibrium in-

trabond separations the limit �m3 � is valid. In this
limit


m
tt� �

1
4 �1 � tt�

1
�m
� , Pm

rl �
1
2 �1 �

1
32�m

2 � . (9)

Taking the contributions of up to second order in
	m, the density matrix elements become slightly
modified [10]:


m
rl � 
m0

rl �1 � 	m
2

�2
��m� � 1��1 � 
��m��

2�
��m� � 1�2 � ,

Pm
tt � Pm0

tt �1 � t	m


��m� � 1

��m� � 1� ,

Pm
rl � Pm0

rl �1 � 	m
2

2
��m� � 1 � 
2��m�

2�
��m� � 1�2 � , (10)

where subscript 0 corresponds to the estimates by
Eq. (8). The formulae Eqs. (9) and (10) allow for the
conclusion that the bond order (2Pm

rl) is transferable
up to second order with respect to both parameters
�m

�1 and 	m; the bond covalency (2
m
rl) is transfer-

able up to second order with respect to 	m and up
to first order with respect to �m

�1; the bond polarity
(Pm

rr � Pm
ll ) is transferable up to first order with

respect to both �m
�1 and 	m. The transferability of

bond orders is used in the following considerations.
The limit �m 3 �, 	m 3 0 can be considered as a
good approximation in the case of nonpolar bonds
(COH, NOH, COC, NOC, etc.) for the respective
bond lengths close to equilibrium. It gives the fol-
lowing estimates:

Pm
tt� �

1
2 , 
m

tt� �
1
4 . (11)

This result can be also obtained from the self-con-
sistent field (SCF) consideration of symmetric bond.
Such a picture can be termed “FA,” fixed (geminal)
amplitudes, to contrast it to the more refined pic-
ture of Eqs. (8), (9), and (10), which can be termed as
“TA,” tuned (geminal) amplitudes. These notations
are in the spirit of those of Ref. [7].

From the general APSLG energy expression the
equilibrium bond length can be deduced by equat-
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ing to zero the first derivative of the bond-related
energy. We consider the quite reliable case of non-
polar bond Eq. (8). The derivatives of the gemina-
related ESPs exactly compensate each other, and
the bond energy minimum equation is:


E

q � ZRmZLm


DRmLm


q � 2
�m


��m�


�rmlm

RmLm


q

�
1
2 �1 �

1

��m�� 
�RmLm


q � 0. (12)

In the limit �m 3 � we recover the equilibrium
geometry condition for the FA picture. Note that if
q is the intrabond distance the partial derivatives of
�rmlm

RmLm and �RmLm
are positive, which leads to attrac-

tion of the bonded atoms. The short-range repul-
sion is due to a special form of the core–core inter-
action.

The same concepts can be used to determine the
elasticity constant for the bond stretching by taking
the second derivative of the energy with respect to
the bond length. In the FA picture we get:

kRmLm � �ZRmZLm

d2DRmLm

drRmLm

2

� 2

2�rmlm

RmLm


rRmLm

2 �
1
2

d2�RmLm

drRmLm

2 �
rRmLm

0

(13)

Numerical results on this constant are given below.

Hybridization and Bending Force Field

This section describes in detail the role of hybrid-
ization in construction of the MM force fields. In
general we consider a kind of linear response rela-
tion between variations of nuclear coordinates and
ESPs characterizing HOs. Its general form can be
readily obtained by expanding the energy up to the
second order with respect to both atomic coordi-
nates q and the ESPs x with subsequent minimiza-
tion:

x � x0 � ���x�xE��1�x�qE�q � q0� (14)

It leads to the second-order energy expression:

E � E0 �
1
2 �q � q0��q�qE�q � q0�

�
1
2 �q � q0��q�xE��x�xE��1�x�qE�q � q0� (15)

To derive the bending force field we need to
know the main source of angular dependence of the
energy. In the APSLG approximation it is obviously
determined by the structure of HOs. In Ref. [10] the
one-center hybridization-dependent contribution to
the energy was analyzed. It turned out that the
one-center energy is hybridization-dependent only
if subtle polarization and correlation effects are
taken into account. This contradicts the fact that the
correct hybridization can be reproduced numeri-
cally even by methods without intra-atomic elec-
tron–electron repulsion [11]. Therefore, we admit
that the main source of hybridization is the reso-
nance energy, which is in agreement with earlier
concepts in this area [12].

HYBRIDIZATION DESCRIPTION

To consider the variations of the resonance en-
ergy we studied first the mathematical structure of
hybridization. Each of the HOs centered at a given
atom is a linear combination of the s- and p-AOs
(atomic orbitals). One can note, however, that when
a molecule is rotated as a whole, the expansion
coefficients at the s-AO are invariant, whereas the
coefficients at the p-AOs transform as if they were
components of a 3-vector. Thus, the HOs can be
represented as an object combining a scalar and a
vector parts: (sm, v�m) [10]. This mathematical object
is a normalized quaternion.

The ends of vectors v�m form a hybridization
tetrahedron containing full information about hy-
bridization. As mentioned above, the specific hy-
bridization is given by an SO(4) matrix. These
matrices form the six-parametric group, and the
most direct way to parameterize the latter is to
represent them as products of six Jacobi matrices
performing rotations in two-dimensional sub-
spaces by the angles �sx

A , �sy
A , �sz

A , �yz
A , �xz

A , and
�xy

A (subscripts refer to the two-dimensional sub-
space). The first triple of angles corresponds to
formation of hybridization tetrahedron (a pseu-
dorotation), whereas the second triple of angles
corresponds to rotation of the hybridization tet-
rahedron as a whole (a quasirotation, where the
prefix “quasi” signifies that no physical body ac-
tually rotates). The SO(4) group generates all
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possible hybridizations, thus being a dynamical
group for the system of all possible HOs at a
given atom [13].

The above parameterization of the SO(4) group
by the Jacobi matrices is inconvenient for analyt-
ical considerations because the matrix elements
are clumsy combinations of trigonometrical func-
tions. Therefore, we propose a more workable
parameterization of the SO(4) group by a pair of
normalized quaternions similar to the quaternion
parameterization of the SO(3) group of three-
dimensional rotations [13]. The quaternions (q
and p) correspond to fictitious rotations defined
by triples of angles:

��� � �������  �s� (16)

As in the case of quaternion representation of rota-
tions the components of the quaternions at hand are
given by:

q0 � cos
��

2 , q1 �
��x

��
sin

��

2 ,

q2 �
��y

��
sin

��

2 , q3 �
��z

��
sin

��

2 ,

p0 � cos
��

2 , p1 �
��x

��
sin

��

2 ,

p2 �
��y

��
sin

��

2 , p3 �
��z

��
sin

��

2 . (17)

The SO(4) matrix in terms of the quaternion com-
ponents (the derivation will be published else-
where) has the form:

h � �
q0p0 � q1p1 � q2p2 � q3p3 q0p1 � q1p0 � q2p3 � q3p2 q0p2 � q1p3 � q2p0 � q3p1 q0p3 � q1p2 � q2p1 � q3p0

�q0p1 � q1p0 � q2p3 � q3p2 q0p0 � q1p1 � q2p2 � q3p3 �q0p3 � q1p2 � q2p1 � q3p0 q0p2 � q1p3 � q2p0 � q3p1

�q0p2 � q1p3 � q2p0 � q3p1 q0p3 � q1p2 � q2p1 � q3p0 q0p0 � q1p1 � q2p2 � q3p3 �q0p1 � q1p0 � q2p3 � q3p2

�q0p3 � q1p2 � q2p1 � q3p0 �q0p2 � q1p3 � q2p0 � q3p1 q0p1 � q1p0 � q2p3 � q3p2 q0p0 � q1p1 � q2p2 � q3p3

	 (18)

Due to its algebraic structure, the SO(4) matrix H
close to the unity matrix also represents small vari-
ation of HOs in a vicinity of a given set of HOs. The
first-order contribution, for example, is:

��1�H � �
0 p1 � q1 p2 � q2 p3 � q3

q1 � p1 0 �q3 � p3 q2 � p2

q2 � p2 q3 � p3 0 �q1 � p1

q3 � p3 �q2 � p2 q1 � p1 0
	,

(19)

and, analogously, the second-order contribution
can be extracted. The first-order correction to the
HOs in the quaternion form (s, v�), which appear
when small quasirotations and pseudorotations ��� l

and ��� b are applied to the system of HOs at a given
atom, has a simple form:

��1�s � ����� b, v��,

��1�v� � s��� b � ��� l � v� , (20)

where � stands for the vector product of 3-vectors.

VALENCE ANGLES AND BENDING ENERGY

It has been known for almost half a century [12]
that in general terms stereochemistry (form of the

coordination polyhedron) is determined by relation
between the two-center energy, which favors pop-
ulation of excited and ionized states of an atom
under consideration and the excitation and ioniza-
tion energies themselves, which tend to keep an
atom in its ground (unhybridized) neutral state. In
the standard MM framework it is assumed that
there is a characteristic angle to be maintained for
each pair of incident chemical bonds (triple of at-
oms). These angles are chosen as totally indepen-
dent parameters. At the same time it is known that
only five of six angles (in the case of substituted
carbon) are really independent [14]. This contradic-
tion is important and should be taken into account
when one tries to derive the MM scheme. Also the
parameters characterizing the bending energy in
the standard form

1
2 kABC�� � �0�

2 (21)

are considered to be independent parameters. In
the framework of the APSLG-derived MM-like
scheme, the system of HOs at a given atom (hybrid-
ization tetrahedron) has a more rigid structure than
does the coordination tetrahedron, because the
form of hybridization tetrahedron is determined by
only three parameters (pseudorotation angles �� b). It
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leads to important, purely algebraic consequences,
which are considered below.

We demonstrate the general correspondence be-
tween the structure of the APSLG wavefunction
and the corresponding energy functional on one
hand and the MM force fields on the other hand. To
do this we consider a characteristic example—the
sp3 carbon atom. For the sake of simplicity we give
explicit formulae only for the simple case of hy-
dride (methane); the generalization of the results to
more complex cases is straightforward and will be
published elsewhere. We characterize the stereo-
chemistry of the carbon atom (the coordination tet-
rahedron) by a set of four unit vectors e�RmLm

, which
have the carbon atom as their origin and point to
the hydrogen atoms. In the diatomic coordinate
frame (DCF), with the z-axis directed along the
e�RmLm

vector, the resonance integrals can be written
as:

�rmlm

RmLm � ���
RmLmhm�

Rm hm�
Lm � ���

RmLmhm�
Rmhm�

Lm (22)

or

�rmlm

CH � ���
CHsm

C � ���
CHvm�

C , (23)

where

vm�
Tm � �v� m

Tm, e�RmLm� (24)

(in the case of the hydrogen atom, the contribution
of the s-orbital always equals unity).

Now we obtain the general equilibrium condi-
tions for the hybridization tetrahedron. Taking the
first-order variation of the resonance integrals Eq.
(23) and making use of formulae Eq. (20) we get:

��1��rmlm

CH � ����
CH���� b, v�m

C� � ���
CH	sm

C���� b, e�RmLm�

� ���� l � v�, e�RmLm�� (25)

From this equation the expression for pseudotorque
N� and quasitorque K� can be easily obtained as a
sum of contributions to the resonance energy for all
four bonds, which are linear in ��� b and ��� l, respec-
tively:

N� � 4 �
m

Pm
rl����

CHv� m
C � ���

CHsm
Ce�RmLm�,

K� � 4 �
m

Pm
rl���

CHe�RmLm � v� m
Rm (26)

The equilibrium condition for the HOs is then:

N� � K� � 0� . (27)

These conditions govern both the form and orien-
tation of the hybridization tetrahedron. The solu-
tion of these equations in the case of symmetric
hydride is obvious, because if we direct all vectors
v�m

C along vectors e�RmLm
both equations are satisfied.

We note that in the first equation two different
contributions (from HOs v�m

C and vectors e�RmLm
) van-

ish independently and that the second contribution
is always zero when directions of HOs coincide
with directions of bonds. Tetrahedral coordination
and hybridization correspond to the energy mini-
mum in the symmetric case. Meanwhile, correc-
tions to this characteristic case can be considered as
perturbations.

We consider now a situation in which parame-
ters �� b are fixed by some reasons. It can be termed
as fixed orbitals (FO) picture following the nota-
tions of Ref. [7], because the form of hybridization
tetrahedron is fixed in this case. It is worth men-
tioning that if the form of the hybridization is fixed
(�� b), the one-center contributions to the energy are
precisely �� l-independent, irrespective of the above
assumptions concerning the geminal-related ESPs.
The minimum of the resonance energy that is the
only orientation-dependent contribution is achieved
for some values of vectors e�RmLm

(in the symmetric
hydride case they are directed to the vortices of
tetrahedron). The angular dependence of the en-
ergy (bending) can be described by introducing
small rotation vectors ��� m, which after applying
them to vectors e�RmLm

lead to new (distorted) coor-
dination tetrahedron:

�e�RmLm�� � e�RmLm � ��� m � e�RmLm

�
1
2 ���� m � ��� m � ���� m

2 �e�RmLm

� e�RmLm � ��� m � e�RmLm

�
1
2 ���� m���� m, e�RmLm� � ��� m

2 e�RmLm� (28)

These vectors must be inserted in Eq. (24), and the
elasticity constant can be obtained by extracting the
second-order contribution in vectors ��� m. In the
case of hydride:
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��� m�� m�

�2� E � �2�mm�Pm
rl���

CH

� ��e�RmLm, ��� m����� m, v�m
C� � ��� m

2 �v�m
C, e�RmLm��. (29)

This equation is remarkable, because it shows that
in the FO picture there are no contributions to the
bending that can be attributed to interbond interac-
tion. The bending force field is produced by ener-
gies of separate chemical bonds.

Typically in the MM framework the increment
from the bending is considered a quadratic function
of valence angles. The formula for bending Eq. (29)
can be rewritten in this form. Variation of the va-
lence angle �mm� with m  m� results in rotations of
the involved vectors around the axis orthogonal to
the both coordination tetrahedron vectors:

��� m � �
��mm�

2
e�RmLm � e�Rm�Lm�

�e�RmLm � e�Rm�Lm�
� ; ��� m� � ���� m. (30)

After substitution of this expression to the second-
order expansion Eq. (29) and after significant sim-
plifications based on vector algebra, we obtain that
the bending force field constant can be written as:

kHCH � ���
CH�Pm

rl�v� m
C , e�RmLm� � Pm�

rl �v� m�
C , e�Rm�Lm�

��, (31)

which is a sum of two separate single-bond contri-
butions.

According to Eq. (15) some modification of the
bending expression Eq. (31) is expected, because of
adjustment of hybridization tetrahedron to the ge-
ometry (coordination polyhedron) deformation. In
the FO picture, which we now consider, this mod-
ification can only be due to overall quasirotation of
the hybridization tetrahedron. All the angular de-
formations produced by the four rotation vectors
��� m form an eight-dimensional space (two compo-
nents for each vector, because the component col-
linear to the polyhedron vector can be set to zero).
Likewise, the space of quasirotations is three-di-
mensional and thus cannot accommodate all possi-
ble angular deformations. From an algebraic point
of view the linear mapping Eq. (14) in this case:

��� l � A��� � ����� l

2 E��1 �
m

���� l��� mE���� m (32)

maps an eight-dimensional space to a three-dimen-
sional one, which means after using:

dim ker A � dim im A � 8, (33)

that the transformation A has at least a five-dimen-
sional kernel, that is, a five-dimensional subspace of
the rotations space spanned by {��� m�m � 1 � 4},
which results in a zero rotation of the system of the
HOs. This kernel can be determined as a subspace
orthogonal to the image of the operator A. The
structure of the image subspace can be easily deter-
mined, because it is obvious that the rotations of a
molecule as a whole

� � �
m

��� m (34)

lead to the equivalent quasirotations of the set of
HOs. This result can be directly applied to finding
the correction to Eq. (31). As one can see, for what-
ever values of ��mm� the resulting deformations are
all orthogonal to the overall rotation of the system
as a whole (correspond to a kernel of operator A Eq.
(32)), because

��� m� � ��� m � 0, (35)

that is, any deformation of valence angles cannot
result in quasirotation of HOs and Eq. (31) is not
corrected because of adjustment of HOs in the FO
picture, and thus the only source of the bending
energy is the angular dependence of the resonance
integrals �rmlm

CH for the bonds involved in the bending.

ADJUSTMENT OF FORM OF HYBRIDIZATION
TETRAHEDRON

Let us now consider the picture that allows for
adjustment of both orientation and form of hybrid-
ization tetrahedron. It can be termed, “tuned orbit-
als” (TO), in accordance with the notations of Ref.
[7]. To this end we systematically estimate the sec-
ond derivatives of the energy with respect to vari-
ables q and x. Generally, the second-order correc-
tion to the energy due to variation of HOs can be
written as:

���
�2�E � �4 �

m

Pm
rl���

�2��rmlm
CH , where

���
�2��rmlm

CH � ���
CH��2�sm

C � ���
CH�e�RmLm, ��2�v� m

C�. (36)

This expression significantly simplifies for a sym-
metric case, where all sm

C are the same (1/2); the
directions of all HOs coincide with those of the
bonds, i.e., v�m

C � (�3/2)e�RmLm
; and the bond orders

for all bonds and the resonance integrals in the
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corresponding DCFs coincide. Taking these rela-
tions into account, we show [10] that the second-
order energy expansion with respect to small qua-
sirotation and pseudorotation angles for the
symmetric hydride (methane) takes the form:

���
�2�E � 4Prl� 2


3
���

CH��� l
2 � ����

CH �
1


3
���

CH���� b
2�,

(37)

which is diagonal to two eigenvalues that are triply
degenerate.

To write down the necessary mixed second de-
rivatives we consider the contribution to the energy
of the second order with respect to the angles and
the small variations of the resonance integrals:

���
�2��rmlm

CH � �����
CHm���� b, v�m

C� � ����
CHmsm

C���� b, e�RmLm�

� ����
CHm���� l, e�RmLm � v�m

C�. (38)

Now we consider the deformation of the hybridiza-
tion tetrahedron due to angular distortions of mo-
lecular geometry. The required mixed second de-
rivative can be easily written from Eqs. (28) and
(38):

��� b��� mE � 4Pm
rl���

CHsm
C�e�RmLm��

��� l��� mE � 4Pm
rl���

CH�e�RmLm � v� m
C � �v� m

C , e�RmLm���.

(39)

The relation Eq. (14) in this case can be written as

��� � �����
2 E��1 �

m

������� mE���� m, (40)

where a 6 � 6 matrix of the second derivatives with
respect to angles coming from Eq. (37) is meant by
���

2 E. This linear operator maps eight-dimensional
space of angular molecular deformation to a six-
dimensional space of angular deformations of the
HOs. Thus, there exists at least a two-dimensional
subspace of angular deformations of a tetrahedron
that affect neither orientation nor the form of the
HOs. These deformations can be called “hybridiza-
tion-incompatible.” To single them out we notice
that, as previously, the three-dimensional subspace
of overall rotations maps to the three-dimensional
subspace of pure HOs rotations. The ���

2 E matrix is
nondegenerate as is its reverse matrix. Therefore,
the mixed second-derivative matrix has a kernel

mapping some of the coordination tetrahedron de-
formations to zero. It means that the five-dimen-
sional subspace formed by independent distortions
of valence angles form a two-dimensional kernel,
which maps to the zero deformation of the HOs and
a three-dimensional image, which maps to the
three-dimensional space of the HO deformations
��� b. We perform direct calculation of these sub-
spaces for the symmetric case, with the coordina-
tion tetrahedron vectors pointing to the octants. The
following picture of the tetrahedron deformation
can be obtained: if a valence angle increases by
certain amount ��1m then the opposite (spiro) angle
decreases by the same magnitude. Clearly, in a
tetrahedron, one can choose three pairs of spiro
angles for m � 2 � 4. On the other hand it can be
shown that the symmetric combinations of the spiro
angles (when they increase or decrease simulta-
neously) all fall into the kernel of the ¥m (��� b

��� m
E)

operator, thus forming the two-dimensional sub-
space of the hybridization-incompatible deforma-
tions of the tetrahedron.

In the case of the hybridization-compatible rota-
tions of the vectors the result of action of the oper-
ator reads:

�
m

��� b��� mE���� m�

� 4Prl���
RL
2

3 ���12k� � ��13j� � ��14 i��, (41)

and, therefore, the reaction of the form of hybrid-
ization tetrahedron on the angular distortions of
molecular geometry can be calculated as:

��� b � �
���

CH


2 �
3���
CH � ���

CH�
���12k� � ��13j� � ��14i��,

(42)

provided the parameters ��1m describe the hybrid-
ization-compatible deformations of the coordina-
tion tetrahedron. The above expression has a re-
markable feature: the variation of the hybridization
angles falls back as compared with the variation of
the corresponding valence angles, because the co-
efficient relating the variation of geometry angle to
the hybridization angle is less than unity.

The same considerations also apply to the bond
stretching where variation of the resonance param-
eters can be presented as
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��	�
CHm � �	�

CH�rCHm. (43)

It leads to the mixed second derivatives of the form:


2�rmlm

CHm


�� b
rCHm

� ����
CHv�m

C � ���
CHsm

Ce�RmLm,


2�rmlm

CHm


�� l
rCHm

� ����
CHe�RmLm � v�m

C. (44)

Therefore, in the symmetric case, additional qua-
sirotation is absent because the vectors v�m

C and e�RmLm

are collinear. The response of the form of the hy-
bridization tetrahedron can however be written as:

��� b � �

3
2 �

���
CHv�m

C � ���
CHsm

Ce�RmLm


3���
CH � ���

CH �rCHm. (45)

It is well known that solution of the reverse
problem in molecular vibrational spectroscopy
leads to off-diagonal terms in the potential energy
function [14], whereas they are usually absent in the
MM schemes. The proposed scheme allows one to
solve the question of the off-diagonal terms on
purely theoretical basis. So, coupling of stretching
for two incident COH bonds in the methane mol-
ecule can be written as:


2E

rCHm
rCHm�

�
1

2
3
Prl

�
3���
CH � ���

CH�2


3���
CH � ���

CH (46)

and is positive. The same moves result in off-diag-
onal terms connecting bond stretching with angular
distortions at the same atom.

Results and Discussion

In this article we start from the semiempirical
APSLG description of molecular electronic struc-
ture–produced explicit formulae for different force
fields of the sp3 hybridized carbon atom. We dis-
cuss the limits of their applicability. Some numeri-
cal analysis of schemes either fixing or tuning dif-
ferent ESPs is performed in Ref. [7]. In this article
the construction is performed in the linear-response
approximation. So we need estimates of numerical
reliability of this model. It can be shown that even
relatively large elongation of COH bond of 0.10 Å
leads to very small changes of geminal amplitudes
not exceeding 0.003. The difference between esti-

mates of ��� b for this distortion in the FA setting
numerically and by formula Eq. (45) is less than
0.2%. In the case of methane distortions conserving
the S4 symmetry, the HOs remain unchanged even
for angular deformations corresponding to valence
angle 60°. These deformations are hybridization-
incompatible and this conclusion derived in the
linear approximation remains true even for the
above large distortion. The next process studied is
the totally hybridization-compatible deformation of
the coordination tetrahedron. In this case, even for
large distortion ��12 � 6°, the difference between
numerical and theoretical [by Eq. (42)] estimates of
��� b is less than 0.03%. Therefore, the use of linear
response formulae is valid.

The formulae given above allow us to obtain
the parameters of the MM force fields. We give
the numerical estimates. The parameter r0 (“equi-
librium” COH bond length) in the FA picture
equals 1.069 Å. The symmetric TA picture Eq. (8)
gives the value 1.078 Å, which is closer to the COH
bond length in the methane molecule (1.094 Å). At
the same time, both these values seem quite reason-
able. In the case of second derivative of the bond
energy function, we cannot expect a good coinci-
dence with the same parameters adopted in the
MM schemes, for two reasons. First of all, the MM
elasticity constants have some implicit contribution
of other factors. For example, the structure-related
elasticity constant values implicitly refer to a certain
range of nonvalence interaction energies. On the
other hand, we must admit that the elasticity con-
stant obtained in the current MM derivation
strongly depends on the form of specific core–core
repulsion DCH adopted in the MINDO/3 method.
Within the original method, this repulsion term is
parameterized only to reproduce the equilibrium
bond lengths (first derivatives of the energy) but
not the second derivatives of the energy
(MINDO/3 method is not parameterized to repro-
duce the IR frequencies). Indeed, we obtain the
value 8.30 mdin/Å in the framework of the FA
picture and 7.77 mdin/Å in the framework of the
symmetric TA picture. The standard MM schemes
usually use this elasticity constant in the range 4.5
to 4.7 mdin/Å [15–18]. The constant obtained from
the solution of reverse spectral problem in the as-
sumption of harmonic potential is equal to 5.31
mdin/Å [14]. At the same time, Ref. [19] gives the
value of 7.9 mdin/Å for this constant.

The estimates of other constants based on anal-
ysis of the resonance contribution to the energy
seem to be more reliable because the bending force
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field derived does not depend on any derivatives of
molecular integrals on geometric parameters but is
determined by coarse features of electronic struc-
ture, such as the angle between HO and direction of
chemical bond. Equation (31) allows us to estimate
the bending elasticity constant for the HOCOH
angle. It equals 0.509 mdin/deg and is quite close to
the constants used in the MM force fields (e.g., 0.549
mdin/deg in Ref. [17] and 0.508 mdin/deg in Ref.
[18]) and to the value 0.493 mdin/deg, obtained by
solving the reverse spectral problem for methane
[14]. It shows validity of the stereochemistry con-
siderations based on the resonance contribution to
the energy and confirms our conclusions about the
main source of the bending energy. The explicit
formula Eq. (46) allows us to estimate the off-diag-
onal constant h coupling the stretching of two inci-
dent COH bonds. The numerical value of the con-
stant obtained from our consideration is 0.120
mdin/Å. This value is approximately three times
larger than that estimated in Ref. [14] in the har-
monic approximation. It is not surprising, because
for such a small constant its value strongly depends
on the force field used.

Conclusion

In this article we proposed a method of analyti-
cal construction of the principal MM force fields—
those of stretching and bending. To this end we
performed a formal analysis of the energy expres-
sion written within the semiempirical implementa-
tion of the APSLG method and thoroughly elabo-
rated different types of approximations to its
electronic structure parameters, either matrix ele-
ments of electron density or hybridization param-
eters. Both types of parameters can be either fixed
or tuned. We developed a linear-response version
of the theory with fixed geminal amplitudes (FA)
and applied it to a characteristic example, the meth-
ane molecule. We constructed bond energy func-
tions and, using the parametrization of the hybrid-
ization manifold by a pair of quaternions, gave
explicit formulae for different force fields, including
off-diagonal ones, which depend on the details of
hybridization response to the small geometry vari-
ations. The general theoretical consideration is con-

firmed by numerical analysis of force field param-
eters.
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